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IZEL WOMAN.
The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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rianis cemetery with the
engements by the Miller
send Home of Hazel where
ads rosy call until the fun1 hour.
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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon. February 7. 1969

At Least 10
Killed In
Train Crash

!PARE

10° Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. 32

New High School Needs To Be
Open By 1910 Schultz Reports

labia means fear of and wales
MELBOURNE, Australia(UPI)
the Greek meaning to flee
— A Melbourne • to - Sydney.
be frightamt
luxury express train smashed
ot of folks immix fears of one had-on into a freight today
_kind or another and these are fug as scores of its 196 passengers were sitting down to
called phobias.
breakfast in the dining ram.
.-...
jeetre are 'same of the phobias.
was like a ball of fire,"
etieisnaphobis — fear of cold. said'Sydney truck driver Olin
Roger Mitchell, son of Mr.
2hermophobla — fear of heat. McAlister, who saw the crash
ead Mrs. Bobby Mitchell of
1/15,
0Pbabils — fear of dirt.
outside the country hamlet of
Murray Route Two, Penny-AirAchbasphobia — fear of dart- Violet town, 105 miles northFred Schultz. Superintendent ed and are now receiving inport Road, left January 28 for
OWL
west of Melbourne.
San Antonio, Texas, for service of the Murray City School Sys- !tractional TV.
Gymnotophobia - leer of Dudin the United State Army Air tem was guest speaker at the
He told the club that a numPolice said rescuers had
EY.
regular noon meeting of Mur- ber of improvements have been
Force.
Agoraphobia - fear of open found 10 bodies and that 16
Mitchell left by !shine from ray Rotary Club on Thursday. made in the secondary program
persons were miming. Eight
space&
Schultz outlined the success- including increased curriculum,
Paducah onolgouary 27 and was
passengers were feared dead
Algophobia or odynepliobia
sworn in Loubville before be- es and problems of the Murray expanded vocational education,
in one burned-out car: About
,
n of pain.
ing mot to lackland Air Force School system and pointed out improved guidance and counsel100 persons were injured. Police
WAnchnephobia - o/ aphierc
Bare, tan Antonio, for his basic that Murray cannot afford a ing, and some renovation of the
said.
Dipsophohis — of drinking.
cheap system of public educat- high school.
training.
Electrophobia --of electricity.
The Murray man volunteered ion. The thing wrong with a
Among the major problems
"You
could
beer
the
screams
Ereuthophobia - of blushing.
for the four years service in cheap educational system is that are a need for more elementary
•
A
GUIDING
p.
HAND
400
yards
—
Carolyn
away,"
ancither witCraig (right), Murray State University holder
Genemitobis — of nmarriage.
has. the Air Force. He hopes to be the community never gets thr- classroom space by the fall of
hoer education malor from Nasal, guts • help Ins
hand during registration from Dr. Alberta able to
Graphophobia - of writing. • !d. "It was a •horrifying
apeeteiive in the Elect- ough paying for it, he told the 1970, more space for the midChapman
,
impact
professor
—
of
a hell of a mess."
business. In making out her class
Hemetophohia -- of blood.
dle-grade or j'untor high school
Carolyn Is the dmighter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert IL Craig. schedule for the second semester. ronics fitid..adter
bade tra- club.
Ideaphobie — of tbeught.
Second somostm classes begin Fri- ining.
Continuing, Schultz listed mix and lack of space for the sen"Thom were bodies everyday.
Ochlophobla — of crowd&
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
The Abolkoree moo is a 1967 factors involved with the edu- ior high school. Limited facilwhere," McAlister told police.
011tophohia or ecophobia e- of
graduate Of CaLktway County cational system.
ities in the high school was
"One of the carriages was perhone.
- diecuseed the status of also noted.
High School and attended Murched crazily right up in the
lebohophabis — of developing
ray State University for a year. educational program, recent imIn solving these problems
air."
Phehleo
He is married to the former provements, major problems, Schultz reported to the club
Taphopholne — of being buried
Traveling
palestina Peter
Mist; Judy Jetton, daughter of plans to solve these problems, that plans are underway t o
alive.
Fennessy, pacing the crack ccMr. sibd Mrs. Bobby Jetton of financial resources and how the build a new high school to be
nSiderodeoneophobia — of rail- press in his car, watched the
opened in the fell of 1970 with
Lynn Grove. They have been plans are progressing.
wiry trains.
two trains approaching one anRev. and Mrs. J. T. Midyett, residing on Murray Route Two. The city system shows up well an opening capacity of 700 stuSitophobia — of eating.
other "but didn't realize it was
in
surveys
and studies, Schultz dents and capable of being exforeign missionaries to Hyder- His wife eve also a member of
Xenophobia — of strangers.
a single track.
captivity of the 82 surviving adad, India, now on furtough, the 1967 graduating class at Cal- said. He pointed out that the panded to 1200 to 1400 stuSy JACK V. FOX
roophobia — of anknids.
"There was a hell of a
quality of education in the sys- dents.
CORONADO, Cole (UPI) — crewmen. Bucher was expected will speak at the West Fork loway County High School.
smelt," he said. "Everything Cmdr. Lioyd M. Bucher put the to testify lest.
Baptist Church, located at StelMitchell has three sisters, De- tem was third out of 197 disThe present high school buildOf course this could go on and seemed to shake. A ear from lives of his
tricts ranked on 19 variables.
ing will be converted into a
Also scheduled to testify to- la on Mayfield Highway 121, bra, Sherry, and Mylinda
men brat and now
goo Whatever follrs are afraid the freight went sailing high the crew of the
Additions have been made to middle-grade school, he conHe is the grandson of
USS Pueblo are day was Capt. John Williams of on Sunday, February 9.
of, there is a Dame for X. We through the air, through the repaying him the
bast way they the Chief of Naval Operations. At the Sunday morning ser- Mr. and Mrs Morgan Cunning- Robertson School, Carter School tinued, housing grades 6, 7 and
don't know the right name for dusk and smoke,
vice at 11 o'clock, Rev.Midyett ham arid Mrs. Clete Young, all with libraries being added to 8 with a capacity -of 475 to 500.
know how.
°Mee in Washingtoto Wiili
it but some folks bite Work. They were both in the air.
all elementary schools. ElemenOne after soother, the cellist- was expected to testify &bait will be speaking and preaching. of Calloway County.
Mr. Schultz went into the
ophobia, fear of wait.
They seemed to hang there for ed men marched into • solemn destruct systems aboard Navy
tary schools and moot of the financial resources of the MurSunday at six p.m. Rev. and
•
a iong time and the carriages court of inquiry Thursday and thins.
Junior High have been equipp- ray City School District and his
Mts. Midyett will be featured
Now comes an explication of of the Auroca kept an crashing put on the
report to the Rotary Club on
The hearing came under at- on the program and will show
line their faith in
the word "Quarantine". Wil- into Gie engine ad oath other. their skipper.
this phase of the program is
tack Thursday by Arthur J. aides of their work in India,
.1ken S. Penfield says the prim- "Then they collapsed on each
No one uttered a word of Goldberg, former United Na- and also slides of The Holy
printed verbatim for the in-.eice of querazillee WU first
•
disagreement wide, the 41-year- tions ambassador and former Land.
terest of Ledger and Times
/toyed at Veiling in the 14th Femesey said.
old Bucher's deeon to give up Supreme Court justice. Gol " Rev. led Mrs. AflOyett will be
readers.
Joe
Fineness
has
filed
for
The diesel locomotive jump- the intelligence ship without a berg suggested the admirals et dressed in clothes worn
Anal were
"The present bonded debt in
-=t•
by the office of Canty Court Clerk, kyrin
Stranak. ' son
o:
k
2gaill= for a period ed its track at impact, lashing fight to the North Koreans
the court of inquiry be replaced people in India. They plan to he reproted
this district is $172,000 which
Jan.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Stranak
M.
today
Emerson
has
II Mine to salbs.sur• no new seven sleeping oars around, be- 23, 1968.
read scriptures and sing songs
by retired civilian judges.
been in the automobile business Murray, has been named to the requires in bond and interest
MOM= wee, heenaht in. hind it like a giant metal whip
payments approximately $24,In a letter to Defense Secre- in the language of India.
for
twenty-tw
o
years
here in Academic Dean's List at Union 000. There
Length of botulism nes 40 de" beLre slamming on its aide
The missionaries have been Calloway
tary Melvin R. Laird, Goldberg
Sailors TeeNfy
is a special voted
Universit
y
for
the
1968-69
County.
fall
therefore the Venstilms died and exploding.
Seven sailors and one civilian said he did not questiOn the speaking at various churchet
building fund tax in this disHe was born end reared here, semester.
the practice Quaremtina, from
Smoke from the blazing testified Thursday before the integrity of the board but felt while on furlough
and were the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. To be eligible for the list, trict of 6.8c which yields apQuaranta, forty. Quarantine be- wreckage rase 300 feet in the board which can
proximately $38,000 and a sinkrecommend a it would be preferable to have guests of the South Fulton Bap- Emerson who lived
between students must be enrolled for
came quarantine in England.
air as far-met-a, firefighters, and court martial or the Navy Cross a completely disinterested tri- tist WMU on
Tuesday.
Stella and Kirksey. He has two 12 or more semester hours and ing fund tax which yields $6,rescue crews raced to the scene. for Bucher.
000. The sinking fund may onbunal.
Rev. Midyett is the brother of brothers, James
R. and C. B. must maintain a 2.3 or above
Moments after the crash reThe parade of enlisted men • "Can there be any doubt, Mrs. E. A. Somers, formerly of
ly be used to retire a particuEmerson
graduated
from
average
Alout
a
of
possible
kuers were already clewing was to continue today'. After a under the facts that have al- Murray. Mrs. Somers'
3.0.
lar
husband
mo
bond issue, but the other
High
Schaal
and
entered
Stranak is a junior mabarehanded at the hot metal recess for the weekend, the ready come to light, that the was, the -pastor
of the West the Armed Forces shortly afterjoring in math.
trying to free those trapped court Monday is expected to Navy is as much a party to the Fork Baptist Church
special voted TAX may be used
for many ward. He has been in the autoAlpha Kappa Psi Fraternity inside.
hear details of the 11 months of Pueblo case as Cmdr. Bucher years.
not only to retire existing
mobile business since that time.
of Murray State University will
and his crew" Goldberg asked.
The church and the pastor, He is married
bonds, but we may issue new
CLASSIFIED ADS PAY
to e former
make a collection for the March
Mission Not Known
Rev. Heyward Roberts, urge all Linda Lawson, daughter
bonds against it.
of
Mrs.
Of Dimes at the gams Saturday
There was the disclosure that members and visitors to attend Lawson and
"In addition to the special
the late Lynn Law- Something to advertise? One
night between Austin Pea and
most of the ship's company did these special services on Sun- son of the
city. There are three of the most efficient ways to voted tax, this district will reMurray State.
riot know where they were go- day to hear Rev. and Mrs.
Mid children. Debbie, age 10, Melis- advertise is in the classified ad ceive more funds from the state
Stephen Reagan, president Of
ing DT an what minion when yeti_
sa, age 3 and Bobby Emerson section of the Ledger and next year for capital outlay purthe fraternity is in charge of
they sailed from Sasebo; Japan,
who is in the US. Navy at San Times. Turn to this page today poses, due to the increase in
collection. He said that Al.
for lonely intelligence duty off
and look at the bargains in real the sales tax. This increase will
Diego.
Kappa Psi Fraternity Is
the North Korean coast.
Emerson is the first person estate, automobiles, rental pro- net us . approximately $52,000
in all types of service
The men who testified were
perty and dozens of other items. which can be used for the reto file for this office.
programs in the community.
Boatswain's Mate Herbert J
Try the Ledger and Times tiroment of newly-issued bonds.
Klepac, Grainger, Tex.; Quarterclassified ads and you will be If we take the difference bemaster 2.C. Charles Law, Chepleasantly surprised et the re- tween our bond mid interest rebalie, Wash.; Signalman We
Dr. V. W. Etherton has re.
sults you get.
quirements from the voted tax
dell G. Leach, Houston, Tex: ceived his diploma in physiothif you have something to sell, yield and add this amount to
Hospital Corpsman Herman P. erapy from the DePalma Colbuy, rent or trade, just call the our state capital outlay allotThe Boots and Slippers
Haldridge, Carthage, Mo.
lege in Houston, Texas.
Ledger and Times at 753-1916. ment, we will have approximateSquare Dance Club will have a
Radioman Leroy Hayes, Co- The Murray doctor is in reYou'll be glad you did.
ly $77,000 of new money an.
A--manor traffic collision oclumbus, Ohio; Helmsman Ro- ceipt of a letter of re. gnitIon
at the American Legion
nually to be used on bond and
curred
Thursday
The Cailoway Circuit Court crious cutting
at 3:20 p.m.
urday, February 8,
interest requirements.
with iitent to nald L Barents, Wichita, Kan.; from Dr. DePalma commend on Main
NOW
YOU
KNOW
with Circuit Judge James M. kill.
Street on the north
at eiAll•
Communicationst rm.
Technician ing him on his high total grade
"It is estimated that a minside of the court square, accordBill Dunn will be the caller. Lassiter will reconvene on
Stephen Lee Waddell, illegal Steve J. Robin, West Silver average on his examination at
imum of 144 million dollars
by
United
Internati
Press
onal
ing to the report made by the
All square dancers and specie- Tuesday, February 11, at nine posseeeion of marijuana.
Springs, Md., aid Duzinie R. the college.
The first known American would be needed in order to
fors are invited to attend.
Joseph Polanski, possession Tuck Jr., Richmond, Va., one of Dr. Etherton received his investigating officers of t he political cartoon was published build a high school to house
two &Mims aboard the vessel Chiropractic degree in • 1958 Murray Police Department,
the educational program that
James Blalock, Circuit Court of marijuana.
Colie Outland, 733 Nash by Benjamin Franklin in 1754 we need
from the Palmer School in
for our students. In
in his newspaper the "PennsylClerk, said that criminal trial . Earl K. Ashiock, cold check.
Drive,
driving
a
1960
Ford
avenport
, Iowe. 11e is an acJames F. Cunningham, invania Gazette." It depicted the order to pay the interest and
dates will be set and motions
pickup,
was
backing
out
from
tive member of the American
a American
voluntary manslaughter.
colonies cut up into retire the bonds as they come
will be heard.
Chiropractic Association and parking meter on the north
Hughes Edwards, leaving
a number of slices and bore the due on an issue of this size, our
side
of
the
court
house
and hit
the State Association. Ile is a
financial advisor estimates thit
Wednesday the civil ease of scene of accident
Deputy Sheriffs Calton Moo
the right door of the 1966 caption "Join or Die."
approximately $122,000 a year
Twelve other indictments
Funeral services for Mrs past vice-president of the first Dodge
and Gene Parker were call- James S1)0E-ell vs James (Jiggs)
two
door hardtop going
District Kentucky Chiropractic
would be required. So you can
out at two o'clock this morn- Lassiter and son, Michael, will were not released by the Cir- Jim (Clover Dalton) Scarbrough
east
on
Main Street, according
see from these estimates that
were held today at two p m Association. He is also a mem- to
to a family disturbance. be heard. The case involves an cuit Court Clerk's office.
the police.
the Board would need in the
Civil oases already heard in at the Hazel United Methodist ber of the professional Delta
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield automobile accident that occurThe Dodge, owned by Cain
Sigma Chi fratrnity
neighborhood of $45,000 in new
said a woman called her and red on US. Highway 641 South the Circuit Court are James S. Church with Rev. Dossie WheatDr. Etherton has been prac- and Trees Used Cars, was drivmoney to build the much-needher husband was beating near Puryear, Tenn., on the Workman vs. Frank and Mildred ley and Rev. Coy Garrett of- ticing in
Murray for the past en by Larry Edwin Wilson of
ed high school."
her; however the deputy she- night of November 25, 1966, ac- Holley with Workman being a- ficiating.
400 North 4th Street. Wilson
The pallbearers were Zack seven years with offices at 201
riffs could not locate the per- cording to the Circuit Court warded $40000 damage in an
told
the
police
North
he
5th
had
Street.
stopped
'automobile accident; and Lee Holmes, Noble Sirnmone J. Rosons or house in the vicinity Clerk's office.
behind some cars that were
Rogers vs James Manning with bert Taylor, Charles Wilson.
y were told to report.
stopped waiting for the redThe Grand Jury returned 27 Rogers awarded $3,548.85
for Preston
and Randall Patlight when the accident occurrindictments in their report to materials and labor on a cabin terson.
Burial was in the Green
Ualtad Prose I niers**loa&I
ed.
the Cireuit Court late Thursday. on Kentucky Lake.
Plains Cemetery with the arDamage to the Dodge was an
The indictments released were
The report of the Grand Jury rangements by the Miller FunThe Almo Parent-Teacher As- theeright door and no damage
as follows:
by United Press International
on the IPSTiOtra public buildings eral Hoene of Hazel.
sociation will meet at the was reported to the Ford.
Pertly cloudy to cloudy with
Thomas
Ross, possession of
Mrs. Scarbrough, age 82, died school on Monday, February
The Murnay-Celloway County
10, This is the ninth accident resome light drizzle northeast toWednesday at the Murray-Cal- at 6:30 p.m.
Shrine Club will have its month- alcoholic .beverages.
(Continued on Rack Paled
port filed by the police for the
da% high 40s northeast to 50s
loway County Hospital.
Steehen Garner, cold check.
ly fellowship breakfast at the
A potluck supper will be city of Murray for the month of
southwest Mostly cloudy toSurvivors are her husband, served and all members and February
Jo Helen Young, malicious
Southinde Restaurant on Sun. Forty-eight accident
night and Saturday with occasWIT14 tRADI, NOT wall TAX Jim of Hazel; daughter, Mrs. patrons of the school
day, February 9, at 9:30 cm. cutting with intent to kill.
are urged reports investigated by the city
ional rain beginning and ending
Leonard (Tempie) Garrett. son, tici attend.
G. L. Cody. malicious shootFollowing the breakfast the
police during the month of Janfrom west. Low tonight upper
An unfortunate play on words Earlie Scarbrough: granddaughShriner, and their guests will ing with intent to kill KRS
uary were reported in the Led30s mid loll/ 40s.
ter,
appeared
Miss
In
435.170.
the
T.V.
Glenda
Scarbroug
--Service
h;
nd the church of their
ger & Times.
Center ad yaiterday. Television three sisters, Mrs. Eva 'roan.
Boyce Bumphis, arson.
ice.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
COED SLAIN The partially
Hal Edward Nance, leaving sets were advertised showing Mrs. Altie Spann, and Mbs Mae
clothed body of -airs Univerthe price and the words "with Dalein; three brothers, TonY.
scene of accident.
STUBBLEFIELD HERE
LOUISVILLE. Ky (UPI)
sity of t,ouisville u.ed. L.norn
tax". This, of course, ,_.
Guy Drake, cold check.
TWO MOD
should Frank, and Leslie Dalton.
The women of the Oaks
Elisabeth Hefley. 20. was The five-day Kentucky weather
Garry Lein Hicks and Vir- have been "with treder T.V
Country Club will have their rediscovered behind a school outlook. Saturday through Wed-t
Cohen Stubblefield, former
ginia Evelyn Hicks. dwelling Service Center is the autharized Many Waterloos
gular day of bridge on WedTwo persons w▪ ere cited by house breaking.
nesday
dealer for Curtis-Mathes telebuilding. According to
NEW 'YORK (UPD—Nano- nesday. February 12, at .9:30 sheriff
Calloway Cdunty who
the Murray Police Department
Temperatures will average
resigned last year due to Ill
deputy cprGner, the girl. of
Mike Broach, malicious shoot- vision sets and provides hoth Iron probably would have been a M. •
on Thursday The citations were ing with intent
Fulton My.. apparently—wits near the normal 43-51 highs
Sue Morris, phone 7536924. health, was at Rudy's•Restaurto kill .KRS sales and service of this brand. as unhappy In Waterloo,
for unnecessary noise and pule 435
The Ledger and Times regrets Waterloo, Iowa, Waterloo, N . will be the hostess Members ant yesterday talking with fri170.
criminally:. attar. 1tc d and and 24-32 lows
on Waterloo, Quebec. as In Wa- are asked
drankennese
Precipifition will total about
Joe Donald Raspberry, mali- this error,
to call for reservat- ends. This is his second.trip 'etrongted with cords of the
terloo, Belgium.
an inch during the •,weekend
downtown since his resignation.
ions by Tuesday morning.
knit
cap
she
wore.
•
and- midweek.
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Roger Mitchell Is
Now Serving With
U.S. Air Force

-it

Status Of City School
System Is Told Thursday

1

V.'s.
WARRANT.T . ess money
Ither brands.

I)

India Missionarins
Men Of Pueblo Show Faith In To
Speak Sunday At
West Fork Church
Skipper With Testimony

Joe Emerson Files
As Candidate For
County Court Clerk Lynn Stranak Is
On Dean's List

omi0111111mr%

95

'
Fraternity Will
For Drive

collect

FRIEND'

iGNAVOX ,

Square Dance Club
Plans Event Here

Deputy Sheriffs
Are Called Today

Pt

ITER
153.5865

WILL PAY $100 SALES
AX ON ALL UNITS
!:xcept The Specials

reakfast Planned
By Shrine Club

27 Indictments Are
Returned By Grand
Jury Here Yesterday

Dr. V. W. Etherton
Receives Diploma
Physiotherapy

Traffic Collision
Occues; Ninth For
Month In Murray

Mrs. Scarbrough's
Rites Held Today

MIER REPORT

Potluck Supper
Planned At Alrno

Oaks Club Women
Plan Bridge Day
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753-3395
442-5779
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IN reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Latium IS the allerar. Lending Money to
er Perak Tors llama vision in our oine, are not far the blet
Relatives
interest cl eur man.
Suppose you lend $500 to your
NATIONAL ItIPIRIBIBITATTVICEI: WALLACE ITMOM 00. 11119
Medben Ave.. Mengdak. Tinsa; 1e h Life Bldg, MN Tort. NT, brother-in-law and he fails to pay
Magsbenson Nag_ Denvia, Mids.
it back. Could you deduct that
amount as a -bad debt" on your
llastanad at the Post Office. Murrayr. tenteeft. for transeftslon an next
federal tax return'
Seecesd Clam Matter
• It depends, To stan with, the
tax law does indeed allow deducIMMOC20IP17014 RATES: By Canter in Murray, per week
M.Pod
masa ELM
tions for bad debts, including those
Calloway and adjoining counties, Der Mr, test
Z aw 1 & e 0.1:41; Ilarwhare 4.11.04. AU service subscriptions sua owed by relatives
The trouble is, the law also takes
'The Cleistesdnig Cene Men et a Cammenty Is Me
an extra close look at transactions
abirneatly a Se Newaganae"
between relatives—to see if they
really are what they seem to be.
Was it truly a loan that yop made,
or only a gift in disguise? Consider this case:
A man Advanced money to his
By UNITSD PDFAII INTINNATIONAL
coed daughter so she could pub.'
WASHINGTON — Prannent Nixon, hoping that ha
can cure apparent distrust of his administration by
Negroes:
". . . the President is the counsel for aft the people
ad this country, and I hope that I can gain the respect
and I hope eventually the friendship of black citizens
and other Americana."
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SHAW AND ATTORNEY On their way to the Orleans Parish
Criminal Courts Building are Clay Shaw (right) and
his
attorney, F. Irvin Dymond, for the start of another
session.
Shaw is charged with conspiracy in New Orleans
in the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
Mee custody for more than
imf rif the year. For further dep( Publication 501, Your
lessmptioss and Exemptions for
Depeadssts, from your District
Director.
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sons to
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there was a real debt but also that the firstFebruary,
1967 reweeks in October.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith of Murray Route Four it has become "had"--that is, unThe new Fish and Wildlife turn, you will receive a 1040 ES
collectible.
form, Declaration of Estimated
raccoon and opossum
are the parents of a son born at the Murray HospitaL
Phone 753-1272
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This may be touchy. Family ing regulations are: dog train- Income Tax for Individuals, in
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for pay- ossum and raccoon dogs: Entire
The new forms are priedand the mid-winter clinic of the Chicago Dental Society. ment simply because you don't month of February and from Sept. dressed
to assure proper identiDr. A. H. Titsworth, Dr. Woodfin Hutson, and Dr. A. D. want to offend someone close to 1 to Oct. 19th.
fication of estimated tax cred- Awnallalue
Tonite thru Sat.
enilnew
"Neither species shall be tak- its.
you.
Wallace will also attend the mid-winter clinic.
Be sure to use your preIf that is why you don't collect en during these periods in any
your money, then you are riot en- way, or by any method. The hun- addressed form when you file.
titled to a had debt deduction on ter or hunters shall slot carry Others filing for the fine time
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of
course, to keep peace in the any device of instrument, in- from their District Director.
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Joe or Cousin Fred. But not at sling shots, while hunting during orced which one gets to claim
* TODAY and SATURDAY
this period. This is in addition the children as dependents?
Max Hurt was the prtneermu speaker at the kickoff the expense of Uncle Sans.
to day training or dogs as auA — Generally the parent
breakfast this morning at the Woman's Club House. This A. Amnesic= Dm Aseeciallee re- thorized by KRS 150.370, subwho has custody of the child
marks the opening of the drive to raise funds for the lic service feature by WIR Berard. section 1.
"There shall be a closed sea- for the greater part of the year
Boy Scout drive in Murray.
1969 American Bat Association
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ket on February 9, 1969, at the
American Lades Building. The
hours will be frOm 9'.00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m.
There will be many unusual
items on display, IncIodine coins,
stamps, etc. The Coln( lub would
lilt. to make this. monthly event,
and will do so if punk response
warrants it.
If you have iniviries concerning the Flea Market, contact Boyce Yates at 715 Barger
Streit, Mayfield, or call 217
61115,
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•flP Racing Corp. Adopts

Summer Racing Regulations
The Jackson Purchase Racing
, licensors of the
"hot rod" races at MayPurchase District Faireach Saturday night in
einemer, adopted a set 60
lake and regulations at a called mesh* Monday night.
The peep of race drivers and
Car weirs and organization officials adopted the regulations to
srosieb nedeg safe guards and
la %grads the sport for the canseasea.t
JP Racing Corp. racing
season at the Purchase District
&Fairgrounds will be held at 8
W p.m. eacii Saturday night rrum
May through December.
Rules and regulations adopted
by the group in Monday's organizational meeting were:

&
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don,
The Ohio Valley One-Hour Ampublicit
y
director
of
Madiup
16. All cars must have scaaccording to last complete
60-51 triumph over Memphis
ateur trial was held at the Wildson Sqtiare Garden. IAA year's st impressions on a new job me-. "Are you, Walter O'Malley's
Reserved Performance
tter shield over bell housing at lap.
State.
The
victory
boosted
the
an
anything
io
man?"
life Reserve near Gralanwille on
at all, I think
Was one
ns
of the first quest:
least 14 inches thick.
Tickets on Sale for the
56. Officials must be notified winner was Joe Louis. Other
Cardinals' mart to 7-2 and kept
Sunday. There were 31 finds of
asked him.
17. All cars must have a full any time a car is scratched nominees were Herman Tesler, succeed at this one.
7 o'clock Performance
them
within
covies
striking
distance
reverted at the meet.
of
"I was elected, I am proud to
for the night.
top.
a 50-year veteran of promoting
57. All drivers must payetten- fights in Philadel
say, by a unanimous vote," he conference leader Tulsa State,
18. All cars must have approvFlies
to
Miatnt
In the all-age stake, White
phia; Don
SUGGESTED FOR
ed seats, seatbelts, and should- don to flags and lights.
replied. "Walter's vote was one which has yet to lose in conDunphy, radio-TV man; a ad
Knights Flower, a pointer, owned
ference competition. Memphis
er harness and must be worn
58. Everyone going into the pit
MATURE AUDIENCES
His
of
first
them.
official
I'm
proud
day
of
and handled by John Ed Johnson,
that, too."
on; the
Law 13uraton, • promoter and
area must pay $1.50.
any time car is on track.
joivWednesday was a hectic one
"Do you feel you have as much State is 0-11 in the MVC and
Murray took first honors. He
59. Any car loosing wheel or massager.
19. Switch must be within easy
5-14 overall for its worst retad
three perfect finds and ran
authorit
beause
he had to fly in from
y as Judge Landis had?"
The Al Buck Memorial Award
'Preach of driver (Flip or push Paving flat tire must pull into
cord in over 20 years.
an exceptions' race. Second was
"Yes, I do. The authority is
for manager of the year was Miami and there was a lot of
button.;
pit the first time by.
WASHINGTON 13PIT - Vince, Sun Jammer, pointer, owned and
20, All cars must have 4wheel
60. Any driver can be suspend- given to Angelo Dundee, whose tettinished work of his own he there. It is up to the commissionRonnie Powers,
Lombardi, pro football's Spar- handled by
ed for failing to obey lights or two biggest
had left behind as well as the er to use it. The power emerges
brakes with foot paddle
Clarksville, Tennessee. He had
fighters are Luis
tan
of
coach,
a
21. All cars must have full floor flagman.
has
taken
ful
mountai
from
n
his
of
ability
new
to
lead
busines
people
two finds and
s he
Rodrigues end Jimmy Ellis. He
boards, back axle to ftrewall.
charge of the Washington Red- Third was Lookran a good race.
Forward, poinales boodles undefeated Eddie now had to tackle. But every- and guide men's thinking."
22. All cars must have manual
skins
summed
and
up
what
he
ter,
owned and handled by Dempwhere
-What
he went he received favabout your image as
Jones.
fuel systems.(No electric pumps
has
in
mind
for
than
sey
with
a
Williams
,
Clarksvi
commissioner?"
lle, Ten.
Yank Durhern, manager of orable reaction.
or pressure tanks),
nessee. He had two finds and
three-letter word: Win.
There were, of course, the
Joe Frazier and Manny Goma23. All ears must have safety
ran a good race.
56-yearThe
old
Lombard
i,
Players Are Important
/as, also was sopiinated. Hs inevitable demands of his time
As caps.
bad an.affable news conference
24. All drivers must be 21
rims a Kew -York stable that torn many different quarters
with. Waehinificon SPOrtA writers
BoxoffIce Opens - 6:15
In the Derby stake, Milleg's
"That's
IP fears of age or have papers
and
he
not
did
so
fine
a
imPnaan
lob
of accomt. What
includes Victor and David MeThuroley to begin his regime as Miss Flush, a-pointer, ownedand
signed.
Show Starts BUFFALO UPI - Ralph Wilson leaden and Frankie Na
°dating as many as he possibly is important are the players and
- 6:45
Redskin
the
s' head coach, part handled by Ferrel Miller, Mur2$. All helmetsinust be approv- Jr. seems to be having as
could. Finally at about 4:30p.m., the way the game is played. It's
much
owner and executive vice pres- ray, took first place. Second was
ed.
trouble trying to tackle 0. J.
less than two hours after he had important that names like McLa- By United Press International ident.
White Knight's Lady, pointer,
26. All cars must run pump
Simpson as most of the Southern
looked at his watch and asked to in, Gibson, Mays and Yastrzemgas.(No mixed fuel.)
In taking the reins of a team owned and handled by Frank Bucy,
BASK
ETBA
LL
ski become household words ratbe excused.
The University of Louisville that hasn't had a winning sea- Murray. Third was Red Water
27. All body must be American California opponents did this seapointer, owned and
"I have an appointment," he her than Bowie Kuhn."
made, 1950 to current model. son.
Cardinals, paced by Butch Beard son since 1955 nor a divisional Knight,
f
.
TO-NIGHT
28. All engines must be stock,
Wilson said Thursday that he
explained "with Marvin Miller
Bowie Kuhn may be a stranger with six straight points, downed championship since 1945, foot- handled by Pete Raymond, Fairall engine ;arts must have manu- was "miles apart" with Simpson
executive director of the players to the commissioner but he is no Memphis State 60-51 Thursday ni- ball's toughest coaching task- field, Illinois.
facture trade mark.
after having a six-hour salary Puryear, Tenn., at Univ. School association. One of the first thin- stranger to the commissioner's ght to stay in contention for the master commented:
1
29. Mix any manufacturer's en- negotiat
ion with the All-Amer- Ballard Memorial at Murray Hi gs I did was to call him for a ve- office. One of the men who works Missouri Valley Conference cha- "I'd like to have a winner the right to buy a 5 per cent block
gins in same manufacturer's
ry kind telegram he sent me. We there, Joe Reichler, who heads mpionship.
Calloway County at Sedalia
ica's representatives.
of the club's stock for probabfirst year."
'
body.
"We concluded the first round
made an appointment and I'm up public relations there, says
The victory over doormat MeA winning team, he mid, de- le 2500.000.
60. No compact or sport cars.
amiably but not in accord," Wil- Veteran Trainer
on my way over to his office abouteim:
31. No overhead cams.
mphis State pushed the Cardinals pends on a number of factors. t•
32. Engines must be 365 cu. son said, "In fact, we were mil"The longer you know him, to 7-2 in the MVC and 13-3 over- The right personnel, a lack of
f")
ST. LOUIS (UPI)- Youngin. or less.
the more you're impressed. The all, but Tulsa remains loop lead- injuries and a "charisma" bees apart."
looking Bob Bauman has starti•OR CORRICf
33. These rules are to be used
Wilson met in Detroit with ed his 41st year as trainer for
Longer you know him, the more er at 9-0. Tulsa beat St. Louis tween coaches and players.
in 1969, 1970, 1971.
the Missouri Valley Conference
The new Redskin boss disyou like him."
80-66 Wednesday night.
34. Must have stock intake man- Chuck Barnes of Sports Headliners, Inc. and attorney David Lo- St. Louis University Billiken
Nor is Kuhn adopting an ostriMemphis State, which has yet counted his reputation as
ifold.
players.
tough guy. "Actually, I'm a
Bauman also is train- By United Press International ch-like stance regarding the bad to win in the MVC,
35. Any production made stock ckton, who are representing SiDAY OR NIC,tt
dropped to
carburetor not more than one mpson. They are expected to be er of the National League St.
publicity baseball has been gett- 0-11 after the Louisville lose and soft-hearted guy," he commentLouis
Cardinals.
ed
iiRtee
St. Johns 73-Rhode Island 46 ing lately.
a
4-barrell.
tombsto
ne
grin.
demanding a contract ranging
is 5-14 for the season,
4 36, Full body cut window 12" from $600,000 to $750,000„
NYU 92-Manhattan 91
"I think some Of it has been
3691
2-1Chos
Beard, an all - MVC guard, Lombardi was reluctantly gid
."
- Inflation
or less.
release from a five-year
N.
Carolin
a
84
-Wake Frst 76 unfair and some of it has been caught fire after Memphis State fren
Wilson said he and the MotLAUREL. Md. (UPI)-When Davidson 64
37. Hood and trunk lid chainntract by the Green Bay
-Dayton 63
wrong,
iators
had
but
agreed
it
center
can't
to
Rich
be
meet
unfair
all
epin
Jones
fouled
out
Wilwyn won the first Washingas
ed or welded down.
N. Texas 94-Cincinnati 74
and all wrong," he concedes. Louisville led 50-48 with 1:31 ackers Wednesday to come to
38. Firewall between gas tank soon but no date had been set ton, D C. Internationalkot Lauhe Ftedekins, where he will
Bradley
87-W
ichita
for the meetings.
St.
"There
of
85
must
be
a
remaini
reason
ng.
for
it
rel race course in 1952 he earnhave a salary estimated at $80,and that means it's time for us
Jones and UL's Mike Grosse 000
ed $32,500.. Sir Ivor, the 1968 Rutgers 86-Boston Univ. 79
1 1, hi
a
year
or
upwards
plus the
Wyoming 73-Arizona 72
to do something about it." Bowie led the scoring with 20 points
winner, earned $100,000. `
Arizona St. 78-New Mex. 73 Kuhn talks different than William apiece. Jerry Sing had
15 for
Rchmd 98-Texas-A1ngtn 89
Eckert. Acts and does things Louisville azBeard finished
Woodlawn Vase
a- MOP brOetuu PASAVt$101F
with U, Joe Proctor pitched in
BAurnaoaa (DPI) - The Houstoe 118-Nevada Ls Vgs 97 different too,
UMW Waft
Arkansa
s AL M 86-Hendrix 74
Woodlawn Vase, awarded the
14 for the Tigers.
owner of the Preaktiese Stakes Hndrsn St. 73-Arkansas Coll 62
Uniods Bulldogs surged ahead
and kept by him for one year, Sthrn St. 78-Harding Coll. 68
of Cumberland in the Kentucky
was created by Tiffany and Co. Hofstra 79-Amer. Univ. 68
--- ALSO --Intercollegiate Athletic ConferDiamond
In 1860 for Colonel R. A. Alex- Iona 90-FrIgh Dclmsn 62
ence race Thursday with an 84ander as a trophy for the now Grgtwn 62-Catholic Univ. 59
75 victory at Barbourville.
defunct
NEW ORLEANS UPI - Doug Bowl eight times. He was
The victory gave Unice' a 9-2
named sociatio Woodlawn Racing As- Santa Brbra 84-Univ of Pcfc 69
n in Louisville, Ky.
Atkins, a mountain of a man who to the second team all
Nrftk St. 105-Hampton Inst 71
skein in the KIAC with only
pro squad
has been chasing opposing quart- this past season and
Chatta 77-David Lipscomb 62
"The Best la Service .. . Rest of Gasoline"
Saturday's game with Rio Granalso was
from
Payoff Fluctuations
erbacks in the National Football named outstanding athlete in
Wash, and Jffrsn 65-Allghny 62
de of Ohio still on the conference
the
Mid-Wes
t
Trucker
Associat
s
NEW
YORK (UPI - In Mrrs Hrvy
League for 16 years, has signed New Orleans area and in
Va,
Wslyn
71 ion announces the franchis
docket. Cumberland, 8-3 in the
Louis- 1966, when
ing
the minimum payoff Concordia Ill 74-Aurora
I- for his 17th season, the New Orl- Jana.
71 ot for the trucking industry
loop after Thursday night's loss,
Across train ierry's Restaurant - Phone 753-91
was $2.20, there were 319 races
Tafans Saints announced Tuesday.
A .."
31
North
Park
22-Elmhurst 66
His teammates chose him as with
has
finished
its
confere
nce
seasbers
Body Shop, Murray, Kentuc547 minimums, costing
Max Illa0dolas• We Give 'Treasure Chest Stamp
The 6-fbot-8, 270 pound defect- the most valuable defense player
s
EMASCOPI.
on.
t
it
the New York Racing Associa- Lake Frrst 75-St. Marys 11169 ky, as an authorized towing and
.
.
sive and will be 39 years old May for the Saints and the man who
tion $598,000 in minus pools. Maryland St. I03-Howard 78
service
center
Murray
for
and
?I
su-Ji
:
Ai
i
8 and said Tuesday "luck" would did most for the team on and off When it
dropped to $2.10 the Quincy 83-Loras 71
rrounding area.
decide how many more seasons the field. He also won the first following year,
there were only LaCrosse 92-Albert Lea 69
The franchise was awar ded afthe would play.
annual Vince Lombardi award as 68 minimum payoffs costing
er applicants were interviewed
Adolph! 103-Pratt 69
The former University of Ten- the NFL's most dedicated player $17.500.
and service facilities were inspeMercer 88-Rollins 74
'lessee All-American will beco- in 1968,
cted to select the one that met the
me only the second man in NFL He has seen action in 191 gam- them and most of the *rations Suffolk 8I-Lowell Tech 70
high standards set by the Mid-Wehistory to play 17 seasons. Lou es, including 28 for Cleveland, were preformed during the of Fitchburg St. 93-Curry 72
st Truckers Association and the
Brdgwtr St. 95-Nichols 68
Grose, former Cleveland kicker, 138 for Chicago and 25 for New season.
trucking industry as a service
If/played from 1950 through 1959, Orleans, Grose holds the NFL
"We figured we'd just get a Bentley 75-Maine 66
center for towing and repairs,
retired, then came back endplay- record of 2.16.
year out of Doug when we traded Erskine 59-Presbyterian 52
The franchised towing and serviBridgep
ort
71-Merrima
ck
61
' El from 1961 through 1967.
for
him,"
coach Tom Fmrs said,
"I've been lucky," Atkins said.
ce center - Tabers Body Shop
Atkins has been all-pro three 'I've had my share of injuries, "but who knows how long the big Benedict 78-Allen 74
& Used Cars, Inc. - will appear
Grove City 81-Alliance 66
times and has played in the Pro but I've been able to play despite fellow will play."
in the associations nations wide
Juniata 102-Lebanon Vlly 62
:AAA .• 71
Atlas of authorized centers serWestminster 82-Geneva 69
Edinboro 95-Slippery Rock 78 ving the trucking industry. The
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Atlas will be used by all trucking
Wiley 102-Dillard 100
Kentucky High School
TRADE WITH
concerns In the State of Kentucky
Delaware Vlly 64-PMC 50
Basketball Results
and every Interstate Carrier in
By United Press International Cncrd 81-Emory & Henry 62 the United
States.
Union Ky. 84-CmbrInd 75
Tabers Body Shop Is one of
GInvIl 9I-Davis & Elkins 68
Hesderson Co. 67-Harick Co. 64
!__.II
120 service centers franchised
Shepherd 95-W. Liberty 89
MEMBER of MIDWEST
RussellvUle 61-LewLsburg 56
TRUCKERS ASS'N
for the trucking industry in the
753-5273
Fairmont 79-Salem 72
Murray, Ky.
Edmonsn Co. 83-Clarkson 70
State
Kentuck
of
y,
and
is
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
one of
Bluffton 71-Findlay 69
and
Leithchfteld 67-Butler Co. 64
3,700 centers to be franchised
Cntrl State 60-0fterbein 38
"Service Built Our Business"
CKC Tourney
INDEPENDENTS GARAGE OWNE
Ohio Nrthrn 85-Heidelberg 79 In the United States.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
RS OF KY.
Anderson Co. 49-Georgetown 42
The formal presentation of the
Defiance 80-Goshen 72
NEW OR USED CAR
x-Danville 76-Rich. Madison 73
franchise will be made in the near
Mt. Union 92-Adelbert 56
John Carroll 84-Case Tech 72 future by the Association Presid-Overtime.
ent, Charles A. Rexrcetd, Jr.
Bishop 74-Austin Coll. 67
•
•
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Friday, February 7
The men and women of the
Kirkaey School PTA will meet
at the school at seven p.m. to
°rosin the basketball teams
for the season.
•• •
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion building from eight a.m. to one pin,.
sponsored by the Theta Depart
ment of the Murray Woman'
Club. Clothe*, dishes, and kit
chen utensils will be on sale
Harlan Hodges of MurThe Murray School of Pre:d- Mrs. Roy Starks end Mn. Cull
ray gave a dramatic book reeal Nursing gave a "going a- Parker are sale chairmen.
view Wednesday, February 29,
• ••
way" shower in the honor of
at a special meeting of the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Honk Mrs. Eddie West in the
Church Women United wil
library
Christian Women's Fellowship
Benton Route I, will celebrate of the school, 808 Poplar
By Abigeii Van Buren
of the First Christi= Cburch
, on have its annual business meettheir golden wedding mutter. Friday, January 31,
ing at the First Presbyterian
in Owensboro.
Did you ever stop to think easy to use. Each home would.
sary
DEAR ABBY: I am 34 and Danny is 29. We have been
Sunday
, February 9,'En
Mrs. West was the school Church at ten a.m.
Mn. Hodges wore a lovely
that incorrect light for mach- have to set up its own file as
•••
married for a year, and this is our first big disagreement:.
red costume which was in her- an open hones at their horns, secretary. Friday was her last
ine or bland sewing is just as to division heedinga, etc, The
hours will be E to 4 p.
day with the school. She will be
The Senior Citizens Club will
A local school is offering a course in self-defense, and I Many with the review of the
wasteful of time and energy as Me should be made to fit
Va. and Mrs. Hunt was mar- replaced by Kathy Helm. The have its regular potluck lunthe
want to take it. Danny says that it will detract from my Mak "The New Year", by Pearl
sewing without a pattern. All family's business and not
cheon
shower
ried
too
by
Robert
at
was
the
Commu
combin
a
nity
Henson
ation
Illoimbitzr to take suck a course.
Cen- sewing calls for plenty
at the
SOW
of light complicated to use. — Miss Irter on Ellis Drive at 12 noon.
Mowing her review which home of Albert Cope on Feb. ing away and baby shower.
Wit live in a Mg et", and some awful things have beim
to help you see without eye ma Hamilton.
The student both and facnity Hostesses will be Mesdames
happosing to imam hwe. I just want to be able to protect inn well received by an en- nary 9, 1919
strain. A lamp with 8 or 10
• ••
Jessie Houston Rome, Owen
They are the parents of lass comigined to give the surpri
se
sayssif shoal the mod arise. Danny is big and *mg sad am thralled audience there was a
diffusion bowl and 100/300 Buying windo
w shades will
E. Louise Hunt, decease* shower. Cake and punch awe West, Carrie Denham, said Bry- watt
Cadlee
hour
so
that
the
guests
— 3 light bulbs placed 15 be much easier
prated am when he's with me. . . but how about when hies
an Tolley.
if you speak
aright greet and talk with Mrs. Peal Hunt, Martinsville, Di- served as refreshments.
to 20 inches from your workmit with me? He says thst such a course is for males, not
•
•
•
ana; Coleman Hunt, Troy,
Hodges individually.
•••
ing surface and 15 to 20 inches the same language_ spoken in
Imaahn. Whet do you think?
Saturday, February 11
• •
A FEMALE
Apply a thin coat of petroIllohipn; Haamon Haut, /kr.
above the height iat the bot- the shops where shades are(
The Faxon Mothers Club will
leum jelly over your entire leg
tom of the shade it recommend- sold. The Window Shade ManDWI FEMALE: I think everyone should get all the
Steamy windows can mean dim Route 1; Ind Mrs. Mar- area,
have
rumma
a
ge
sale
at
the ed. Does it tire you to
concentrating on calves,
garet Hunt, Benton Route 1.
traing avaiLabie is self-dislene—ESFECIALLY mimes
sew? ufacturers Association has ad- II there's too much water vapor
knees and ankles. Tissue off the Amertean Legion building start- Could
it be the light? — Cath- opted • standard language and
. the house. To reduce the All friends and relating lirle excess
Om% Mew bow math nine= Deny has—but a goal deal of It
and then put on your ing at 6:30 am. Persons wishing erine C.
procedures for manuring for
moisture, see that the furnace Invited to attend the openly:OM panty
Itempson.
ileasserldrinILI
hose as usual. The hose to donate items please have
too
•••
shades.
and other heating appliances No invitations are being
will
Mat.
them
hug
the legs and give a
at the school by three
in
If you are installing n e w
are vented properly.
HOW DO YOU RATE ON
smooth. wrinkle-flee look.
p.m. Friday.
ua
DEAR ABBY: I am a 33-yooraid ma.,parried 30 years to
TIME MANAGEMENT? Do you shades inside the window case•••
• a 311-yesr4ld woman to Mimi I have been absolutely true
have a work pian and does it ment you should messure the
The MYF of the South Plea- wort? Do you plan meals
=tit I lost this wean I'll eon "Myrtle." Stri is alms married.
at exact distance between the
fen
sant
Grove
United
Method
ist least 2 days ahead? Do you points where the brackets are
We met when HER daughter and MY ma heamat segue
d.
ant
Church
will
have
a chili supper plait and get enough rest and to be placed. Order your shades,
. [They're now married.]
from 5:90 to 9:90 p.m. at the sleep, so the you experi
Myrtle is no beauty Lin feet. my wife is prettier), aid
ence by this measurements specifyI ass
church.
no regular fatigue? Do you ing that it is an "Inside Bracket
nothise specaal, WI there was a dress physical
firs
By
'
JOAN
•
O'SULL
IVAN
attreedue
plan leisure tin* activities for Mounting".
we
eras the mused we met. We more thrown tegether
andsolig TY YOU want to enjoy a
Sunday, February 9
yourself and with your family?
This is where problems arc
For shades that are to be
night
out
became el wr dildren„ and thswws.woad to most
may
be such that
The Murray Woman's Club — Mrs. Barietta Wrather.
apt to crop up, say baby:tit- a
aims see • flowlithing social life, or
hung outside of the casement
meal
for
the
even if you'll settle for an occhildren is inafterasca, mid IK/Ohl!
•••
tem, who are greatly in deallow 154 to 2 inches overlap
dicated, but if you want to Chorus will have a rehearsal
casional Saturday night out
We meet twice a week teinkand N see her ovary
mand and can afford to be
keep your sitter happy don't at the club house at two p.m. The world population in 1950 on each side of casement. You
day if I at the cinema, what you need
choosy about the assignments expect
could. Barns me, Abbr, this is Ns penis fancy.
All
members are urged to at- was estimated at 2.5 billion, in will want to measure this disher to cook up a stone.
I ant out of is a friendly and faithful
they take.
my mind over this woman and she feels the same
1960 at 2.9 billion, and if it con- tance and specify "Outside
Instead plan a menu bassilia, tend.
about me. babyaitter.
Their
I
No.
1
gripe,
••
to hear convenience foods.
tinues to rise at the present Bracket Mounting".
Her hmband is a nice follharand thy wirei is a
good woman, but •The first problem is findteens tell it, is doing dishes.
rapid' rate each decade, the
- Monday, February 10
Shacks _should he 12 inches
Myrtle and I have fixed something that we never
ing one. The second is keeping
washing pots and pans and • What, for example, is Milknew existed
The Mental Health Volunteers U.N. predicts that there will be longer than the opening of the
her happy so she'll gladly say
before.
making complete dinners for er than a one-dish dinner,
such as frozen chicken pie. will have their first workshop to a total of 6-7 billion in the year window to avoid any danger of
Yes to your every summons. small fry.
So far, no one suspects a thing, but our love
The timing on your
has grown so
All the sitter need do is place prepare for service for the Day 2000.
their being torn from the 'rolstrong that I have her' on my mind
all day. I feel like a
the pie in the oven to heat, Care Center at the First PresThis' focuses attention on the ler. — Mn. Mildred W. Potts.
fl-year-old kid.
then serve it right in its own byterian Church at nine am. question of whethe
•••
r the total
I don't need a Dear Abby to tell me this
aluminum tin---a plus that All interested persons
is wrong, but I
are urg- resOurres of the world in food
eliminates dishes. It is a one ed to attend
can't stop seeing her. We don't want to
A combination barglar-fire
and energy will be adequate.—
.
hurt anyone, but why
dish meal with meat and vegshould we live late this? Would it be a
• ••
alarm is for home, office, boat.
Mrs. Maxine Griffin.
crime to tell the world
•
etables
as
well
as
a
novelty
car or trailer. It's self-containbey we feel, divorce our mates, marry
•••
The Suburban Homemakers
and spend whatever
kids will like.
time we have left together?
DOUBLE BENEFIT FROM ed and needs no wiring or inKeep dessert simple, too — Club will meet with Mrs. Gene
CONSIDERING IT
stallation, permits 24-hour un- *
like ice cream and cookies or Roberts, 901 Meedowlaine, a t TOPLESS CARROTS — Car- attend
DEAR CONSIDERING: Each Bias
ed service and instrucseven p.m. with Mrs. Bill Threet rots, a perennial fail favorite,
[and woman) mast
a slice of cake.
aaswer to his mem conscience. I say, "Lei
are plentiful and reasonable in tions and batteries Included.
Other gripes that put yam as cohostess.
no man pat 'sunder
•••
Protect-Alarm, 1746 N. Orwhat God hath joined together." (Cad
price, and they almcat all reach
on a sitter's "forget it" list
will take care of that.
tee.I
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority the market prepackaged but ange Drive, Hollywood. Calif.)
include:
• Cleaning up the children', is scheduled to meet at the topless, to the double benefit of
• • •
room. Don't, if you are wise, Community Center at seven the buyer.
' Now a woman and her wig
DEAR ABBY: One of your readers
allow
finally got around to
the kids to play with p.m.
The product is better because need never be parted,
▪
my pet peeve Nondrivers.
even at
toys that have thousands of
• ••
the carrot tope draw moisture the airport. A new wig
case is
Ever since I got my driver's license
tiny
parts and pieces. At least
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle from the carrot, which causes made to fit under a plane
when I turned 16,!
seat
don't an a night when the sit- of the First
have been hounded by these pests who
United Methodist shriveling. The prepackaged so it can be carried on and off
bum rides. It costs a lot
ter will have to pick 'em up
of money to own and maintain a
Church
the
WSCS
topless
Jet.
will
produc
The
meet
at the
case also has a Sty-•
t ships better
dependable automobile, but
and pack 'em back in the box.
these free-loaders never think of putting
rofoant head inside which locks
and stays fresh longer.
• Do leave soda and snacics chnrch at seven p.m
in a gallon of gaa,
into
paying a toll charge, or putting a
a
The
Callow
standi
C:st
ay County Geneais less because shipping
ng position when
for the sitter. It's nice for
coin in a parking meter. If
her
they had to pay thee friends for door
to have something to snack logical Society will meet with is cheaper. Previously. every 61 open to allow the wig hair to
to door service like Um
be
brushe
d
Mrs.
easily or reset after
Louise Dick, 1324 Main pounds of edible carrot going
up on when the house lights
pay a taxi driver, they'd appreciate
it more. Hell the time day
to market were accompanied by use.
dim down and your darlings Street, at 1:30 p.m.
slam your door and don't even my,"Than
•
k you."
•
•
(Leon Suchheit Inc., 565
are finally sound asleep
49 pounds of taps. extra crates
I think people who don't drive and
in
don't want to pay ke
their beds.
The Bethany Sunday School liners, and ice. And the con- Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.).
transportation should May home
•Do give the sitter a
DISGUSTED
list Class of the First Baptist sumer paid the cast of a green
of Do's and Don't
Church will meet with Mrs. Ter. he didn't went and couldn't
Do's are the items you want
CONFIDENTIAL TO MTNNIE: A girl
use. — Miss Patricia Everett.
who marries a ems
ry
Lawrence, Kirkwood Drive,
her to enforce such as:
• ••
Mr his many sometimes has to
Chil- at
Swerve Me In order to get 11.
seven
dren's proper bedtime, minpm.
BUSINESS CENTER — Sys
•
•
•
istering medication if any,
tematic filing is an important
Everybody has a problem. W's yam?
SERVICES
bedtime prayers, homework
Group III of the Fink ClriaFor a perusal
part of business activities. By
rawly wens to /My. Sea WOW Len
televis
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
ion.
ban Church CWF will meet
Asephs. CaL. MISand
having a good filing system, imaneisse a stamped. WI-addressed seven
Don'ts are Mom instruc
Murray. Kentucky
s*
- with Mrs Dan Hutson at 7:30 portant letters, bulleti
tions that have a necess
ns and
p.m
Mrs
Swiwkra at 11:110 am. and
ary
Lucille
Rollins will receipts can be kept
FOE ABETS BOOKLET. "BOW TO
SE
but
SURE
the
negati
so
that
ve effect such as: give the progra
sitter knows your child's bedtime—
HAVE A LOVELY
Wednesday at 61110 p.m.
m mid Mrs. L one can find
or you
W113:101746." SEND =JO TO ABBY,
may find your little angel has extend
no cats or dogs in bed at
them easily and
ed it to suit herself.
bed- U. Overbey the ameship.
SOX Mak LOB
— ALL WELCOME —
time, no playing with Momquickly
AMOILLES. CAL.. NM
.
•••
When petting up a filing sys- The Bible
Speaks to You
The Sigma Department of the
tem, thought should be given
Murray Woman's Club will
Station WNW - 1340 EC
to the organization. It should
have its Sweetheart Dinner
Sunday at 8:111 a.m.
be easy to maintain as well as
'a
conbaner.
(potluck) at the club house with
Centel and elver appointentertainment by the Music Dements were toed.
pertinent. Sigma husbands will
"The Now Prophet as an
IWO-five persona were prebe guests. Hostesses are MesAgerg
tor
Chime
",
was
sent
the subor sent gifts Aor the bridal
The lovely home of Mrs. Gass
dames James Frank, James
ject of the program at the dlis•
Hendoo on Joimeon Boulevard shower.
Boone, Allen McCoy, Gene Steetier
meetin
•
•
g
•
of
the Wsmen's
en the scam of the bridal
ly, Bill Wyatt, Kenneth CramSociety
of
Christian See*, of
shower given in honor of Miss
er, and Ed Overbey.
the First united Millodit
•• •
Janet Peebies, bride-sleet of
Church
held Monday ovosinpot
Sammy Hamden.
The
Department of the
the church.
He
Murray Women's Club will have
Hanka, Mrs. James
The Wesleyan Circle, Mrs. R.
Lamb, sod Mei James Ha-old
Valealine dinner (potluck) at
Y. Northen, vice chairmen, was
the club bawls at 6:30 p.m.
Hamden were the gracious keKiss
in charge of the program.
tones for dm preemptisd mesa
Ciera Eagle .Will prang the
Mrs.
Milton
Jones
led
die
deice.
program. Theis hatbands will
votion taken from Deuteronobe guests. Hostesses are
The honoree chose to wear By Cang
Mee.
Press Internalises! my 11:11-12.
domes Ralph Tanner, Ru.
from her trousseau a rust wool
Mrs. Herold Evernneyer and
dolph Howard, William Pinksuit with • beige crepe blouse. Hair care may never be the
Mrs. Archie Miller sang 'Thank
ston, and Not Beal.
She wes presented • hostesses' sante again with • new solid
•• •
68 Olds Toronado • Air & Power, Vinyl Roof
gift corsage of breams Wm state mint hair dryer, the man- You Lord", and were accompanied
ufactu
rer mays. The heating
by Mrs. John Craggs.
MUMS.
Wilt is on the large sine bonnet
"Whet is a Now Prophet?",
Alm present for the event so the
68 Olds 98
warm air ts directed into was presented in dialogue form
Hardtop Power & Air
were the honoree's mother, the
top of the bonnet and on by Miss Doris Rowland. Mrs.
Mrs. B. R. Peebles, and ber the hair,
for better, faster dry- Nate Beale, Min Beth Brooch
Power & Air,
68 Olds 98 4 dr, Hard
mothern-iew to be, Mrs. Om- ing. 'The
top AllVinyl
heating unit slips off and Mrs. R. Y. Worthen. leader.
Roof
The Olga Hampton Woman'
ley Sondem
the bonnet for use as a
Mrs. Northern said the purspot
Missionary Society of the SinkW ws Peebles opened her dryer. A specially
67
Pontiac Catalina 4 dour, Doable Power
designed pad- poses of this study were to show
ing 'Springs Baptist Crumb met
many lovely gift*
ded cradle supports the unit on the
the prophetic approach is
Monday, February 3, at the
Refreshments were served the back of the neck so there
as eseentiai hi tochry's wend as
66 Cadillac 4 dr., Hardtop
church with eight members preham the bentifully appointed is no drag or pull on the bonPower and Air
it was in Biblical clam and to
sent.
table overlaid with a pale yel- net A remote control on the
explor
e some of the methods
Mrs. Crawford McNeely, the
66 Olds 98 2
low entwork cloth and enter- power cord offers a choice of
dr., Hardtop Power & Air,
that today's prophets use.
secretary-treasurer, reed the
ed with an arrangement of yel- settings from Cool to hot.
Vinyl Roof
Mrs
Goidis
Curd,
preside
nt,
minute
s
all
'paw denies, white non and
'westing house Electric Corp..
gave the finsncial
presided at the business amn66
Couries
Swanso
y
Olds
report.
200
n
Frozen
The new-lireskknt, Mrs
Food,
Park Are': New York.
bsby's breath in • these tiered
Dynamic 88 2 door Hardtop, Power
ion. Reports of the secretary
tItOZ1r,,i CHICKEN PIE is a no-dishwashing dinner for
Jerry Bowden, presided.
N.Y.).
& Air, Vinyl Roof
sitter to make. Heat and serve in its own aluminum plate
and treasurer were read. Mrs
The lesson on 'The Story Of
Curd announced the study of
A Church" was directed and
65 Olds Delta
the "Sermon on the Mount" to
88
4 door, Power & Air
my's things, no candy before
might crop up. U. for exam- led by Mrs. L D. Warren.
begin Sunday evening, Febru- dinner, no TV after 8:30 P.M.
ple. you have a youngster
Mrs. Oene Darnell gave the
ary 23
•Be sure you let the sitter
2dr, Ht.,
who is subject to sudden and devotfon and Mrs. Gerald Dan
64 Pontiac
know what to do in case of
She also announced the
2+ 2 Bucket Power & Air,
unexpected attacks of croup. Cooper read
the calendar of
Seats, Vinyl Trim
Church Women United meet. an emergency- -where she can
make sure you spell out the prayer.
mg to be held on Friday morn- reach you, the phone numbers
rocedure to be followed
Others
present, not previous
63 Olds 88 4dr. Pwr.
ing. February 7, at the First for doctor, police, fire departjust in case
& Air
ment, • neighbor or relative • When it comes to money, ly mentioned, were Mrs. Bill
Presbyterian Church
Collins, Mrs. Sonny Lockhart
she
can
call
if
62
she
can't•r
sitters
opt
Olds
each
for
The meeting was dismissed
cash every
88 2dr., Ht., Pwr. &
you.
Air
time Teens find it trouble- end Mrs. James Howard Kuyby ray
•
If
kendall
you
.
are
cashin
expect
some
g
•
checks
ing
•
. Remem•
Trieste Dining Room
64 Ford Fairlane
Grandma or some other relaRefreshments were served
ber„ too, that it pays to be
Canadian-style bacon is the tive
500 4 dOor. V•8, Automatic
(Call For Reservations)
to drop by, make certain
generous When you are flgurThe WMS will observe the
boned and rolled strip from
you mention it or Grandma
• A.M. to 111 P. M.
out
her
fee,
week
call
of
the
prayer
inc
last
for home mispork loin, cured • and smoked. may
J. C. Gal I imore 7 tlaY a week
not be allowed to enter •
4.5 minutes an hour and your mons during the week of March
It can be bought tully-coohed
•It's helpful, too, if you an- trailfsitter will not only beam 2-8,and plans for
•
or cook-before-eating style.
the programs
ticipate any emergencies that
she'll be back'
that week are being made.

Will Self-Defense
Lessen Femininity?

Mrs. Harlan
Hodges Speaker
At Owensboro
Mm.

Mrs. Eddie West Is
Honored At Shower
At Nursing School

Mr. & Mrs. lilt,
50th Apeiversary
Sunday, February

•

•••••••••••

•

„cawing preify ee indoipnpg.

•

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Mrs. R. Y. Northen
Leader Of Program
For Murray WSCS

'Miss Janet Peeble,
Honoree At Shower
At Hendon Home

Cook's Jewelry
trhe.500 MAIN STREET Diatt""aings

nets

AH
EM'S

Olga Hampton
WMS Program Led
By Mrs. Warren

2'dr,

HAZEL CAFE

NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY.LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *
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terraced farms and clearings
flourishing with fruits and
vegetables.
Capt. Singh of Bounty fame
brought the first breadfruit
trees to St. Vincent on his second, more successful voyage.
By MURRAY J. BROWN
Wired to • tree in the Botanic
of progress in the almost 200 well as at sea.
Gardens, founded in 1706 and
UPI Travel Editor
Years since, it doesn't take long
8t.
Vincent
is blamed with the oldest In the western headKINGSTOWN,ST. VINCENT for the visitor to agree this densely forested mountai
ns, sphere, is a white wooden
(UPI)—The native Carib Indi- Windward Island colony in the picturesque valleys,
scores of marker on which is inscribed
ans f oug h t• desperately for British West Indies was aptly rivers and streams
By LOUIS CASSELS
. and ex- In black pain t "Breadfruit
nearly 200 years to drive Euro- named by its original inhabit- tremely fertile soil.
Tropical (Cartocarpus). A sucker ffbm By United Press International
ants
pean colonizers from this Carflowers, fruits and vegetables one of the
Wants Inibbean Island they called Hai.
We paid our first visit to St. grow in wild profusion and the troduced by original
A tendency to say the wrong
Capt. Bligh in 1793
oun, or Home of the Blessed.
Vincent, which lies about 100 surrounding waters teem with on HMS Providen
ce, St. Vin- thing in the wrong way at the
It wasn't until the late lath miles west of Barbadoes, during varieties of Ash and other sea- cent. W.I."
wrong time is one of mankind's
century that the British a 14-day, seven-port cruise food.
St. Vincent Is only 150 square most enduring weaknesses.
crushed all resistance and de- aboard North German Lloyd's
The island is blessed, too, by miles in area and
It was endimic 2,000 years
is mostly
ported the surviving 5.000 In- luxury liner Europa. The Eu- friendly. islanders, most of mountai
nous, rising to the ago, when the author of the New
dians to an island off Central ropa served as our floating Whom are descendants of Afri- now-dorma
nt 4,050-foot Sou- Testament Epistle of James
hotel-resort throughout, pro- can Negro slaves, with
wroAmerica.
a
viding accomModatlons, meals kling of East -Indians sprin- friere volcano in the north. te:
But. in spite of the march
, Portu- Even along the coast, dotted by
and entertainment in port as guese and Britons.
"Man is able to tame, and
Not one, beaches of soft black volcanic
has tamed, all other creaturesyoung or old, failed to stop sand, there
are few sizeable
whatever they were doing to level areas.
wild animals and birds, reptiles
wave at.our car of sightseers.
and fish. But no man has ever
That fact was brought home
We toured the island with to us when Grant braked the been able to tame the tongue. It
Roddy M. Grant, chairman of car to a stop at a red-striped is evil and uncontrollable, full
the St. Vincent Tourist Board barrier and said we would have of deadly poison."
as our guide. Grant's Scot fore- to wait until a plane took
One has only to look at conoff.
bears were among the early set- The main road from
Kings- temporary America to understatlers and he speaks English town, believe it or not, runs nd what James
was talking about.
with the musical lilt of the across the strip of the island's
Caribbean. English is the offi- only airport at Amos Vale.
"Fever of Words"
cial language here although
For longterm visitors, St.
As President Nixon pointed
most of the islanders speak a Vincent'
s has 14 hotels and two out in his inaugural address last
patois among themselves.
guest houses in and near week, this country
is suffering
Most of the roads are narrow Kingsto
wn. Rated one of the from "a fever
and winding and traffic keeps
of words." Instead
finest in the Caribbean is the of
to the left so Americans would resort
discussing the nation's probleon Young Island, Just
be well advised to hire a local
ms calml y and intelligently, peop200 yards offshore, where
SUNSPOTS ON THE INCREASE The U.S. Naval Observatory
driver-guide f o r sightseeing
serves up this January 1969
guests are housed in luxurious le are "shouting at one another."
photo of the Sun in announcing that sunspots
tours.
Anger and intemperance afflihave been increasing for the past few years.
cottages shaded by giant palm
The
two
in upper center are about 21,000 miles in diameter
ct private conversation as well
Our tour took us to pictur- trees.
. The big one at right is
about 5,000 miles in diameter. The tiny one
ue fishing villages, where
lowest) is about the diameter of Earth.
There is a white sand beach as public discourse. The art of
nets dried in the sun and seller
8,000
miles.
amiable
The
Sun's
argumen
diameter is more than 850.000 miles.
t seems to hafor swimming in the Caribbean
d buyer haggled over the
and a beautiful pool surround- ve vanished. Hostesses who usrise of still-wriggling fish of ed
ed to introduce controversial top- as well as our voices."
by thick tropical growth.
point , but the man himself. pie or an idea, and we end by
11 colors of the rainbow, and
A free ferry service is pro- ics in order to stimulate converfeeling morally and intellectuaSecond, it generates hatred.
leepy hamlets in the interior
vided for guests.
sation now try frantically to keep There is sound insight
lly superior to those who cannot
here naked children romped
into humConfuse
s
Issues
(For additional information, everybody talking about the wea- an psychology in
see how right we are. As Jesus
utside of wooditis tin-roofed
the warning of
bins and chickens and goats write to St. Vincent Tourist ther, lest the guests fall into the biblical proverb; "A soft
Third, it confuses issues. De- pointed out a long time ago, peoBoard, Kinglhown, St. Vincent, violent verbal battle over
Viet- answer turns away wrath,
freely. A-few thatched
bate, rationally conducted, can ple are never more unlovely than
nam or Stokely Carmichael or
uta still remain but Grant said
harsh word stirs up anger."
buta
be extremely valuable in bring- when they are certain oftheir own
George Wallace.
hey would be replaced by more Spain in SI. Louis
Ideally, people Should be able ing all Eacets
of a problem to rectitude, So what can one indivodern Sousing in 1969, alas.
There are at least four reas- to discuss their differences
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — The
wi- light. But in the kind of bitter idual do about it?
We stopped to watch, and Spanish Pavilion, once a fea- ons for viewing with concern thout getting emotional about it.
Well, as the President suggestpolemic that has become commpictures after obtaining ture of the New York World's our growing national habit of But as soon as one particip
ant onplace in America in recent ed, it would help immensely if
permission, -of young and old Pair, has been reassembled in strident disputation. First, it vi- in an argument
begins casting YeF6,.-.each side tends to over- each of us simply•lowered his
tang water buckets and other downtown St. Louis near the rtually precludes genuine
com- aspersions at the motives or state its case, which results voice a little.
vy burdens on their heads Mississippi riverfront. It will be munication. As Nixon
put it, "we intelligence of an opponent, the in a lot of exaggera
And we can try to follow Thomd women and girls doing the ready for visitors in April, 1969. cannot
tion and
learn from one another.., whole thing gets intensely peras Jefferson's sage advice:
[
distortion of facts.
amily wash in rivers and
The Pavilion was donated until we
speak quietly enough sonal, and we find ourselves
treams just as their ancestors to the city by the Spanish govFourth, it leads to arrogance. "When angry, count to ten
HOVERCRAFT HARVESTER- -Chaim Dror of the Techniondid, by beating the clothes ernment -but cost of disman so that our words can be heard disliking not just the man's view- We begin by defending a princi- before you speak; if very angry,
Israel Inetitufe of Technology demonstrates in Haifa a procount a hundred."
against rocks.
tithe, transportation and retotype of thi mini-hovercraft he helped develop for harvestWe drove also through the construction will run over
$5
ing. It is hand-operated, has a lawn mower-size gasoline
ambou Pass into the Mesopo- million. The Pavthon, near
the
engine, floats on a cushion of air and can carry up
tamia Valley, site of the Caribs' 630-foot Gateway
to 330
Arch, a napounds of produce, over irrigation pipes, stones and
est stand against the British tional monument, will
other
serve as
n the 1790s, and through val- a downtowh center
ttastacles impassable to wheeled vehicles.
for the
"—
ys and foothills dotted with visitors.
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and
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*Counting the Blessings
Of an Unspoiled Island
4

ay to use. Each home would
we to set up Ma OW11 file as
division headings, att. The
* should be made to fit the
mily's business and not too
mplieated to use. — Miss
▪ Hamilton.
• ••
Buying window shades will
much easier U you speak
e same language. spoken in
e shops where shades
Id. The Windaw Shade Maniacturers Aasociation his edited a standard language and
•acedures for measuring for
odes.
If you are inaliellft All W
des inside the IMAM ailment you should measure the
Act distance between the
lints where the brackets are
be placed. Order your shades*
this measurements specifyg that it is an "Inside Bracket
punting".
For shades that are to be
mg magi& of the casement
lsw 1% to 2 inches overlap
each side of casement. Ysit
II was to measure this din
me and specify "Outside
sicket Mounting".
Shales _should he 12 inches*
nger than the opening of ths
'Mow to avoid any clanger of
eir being torn from the rails — Mrs. Mildred W. Potts.

a

• ••

A combination bthglarfire
arm is for home, office, boat.
r or trailer. It's self-contain-and needs no wiring or initiation, permits 24-hour un- gs
tended service and instrucIns and batteries included.
1 Protect-Alarm, 1746 N. OTge Drive, Hollywood. Calif.).
• • •
Now a woman and her wig
ed never be parted, even at
e airport. A new wig case is
ide to fit under a plane seat
it can be carried on and off
e Jet. The case also has a Styfoani head inside which locks•
o a standing position when
en to allow the wig hair to
brushed easily or reset after

Leon Buchheit Inc., 565
'th Ave.. New York, N Y.).

IIRISTIAN SCIENCE.

SERVICES
Partner Ave. at N. 17th St.
Kerrey. Kentucky
*Noisy it 1110 s.as, and
Nedneeday at 8;01)
— ALL WELCOME —
le Bible Speaks to You
Ration WNW - 1340 KC
Sunday at 8:11 I.M.

welry
EET

Dialtr"d Magi

•

Are They Safe
Pupil Passengers On
School Bus?

ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
E'VERY weekday morning in
1--0 city, suburbia and country, 17 million youngsters are
hurried cast , of the house so
they won't miss the school
bus. Usually painted a bright
orange or green so that it is
a standout and easily noticed
by other drivers, the school
bus has a friendly look about
• It but, along with the smiling
children and the invariably
good-natured driver, parents
should know that Danger is
also a passenger.
If recent statistics are any
guide, more than 3,000 children will be injured in bus
accidents this year. They are
accidents that might be
avoided if parents would help.
PTA groups, for example,
4 should
check bus service to
see that it is up to the standards of West Virginia, which
the National Safety Council
hails as a state with a model
school-bus program because of
requirements it has set, including these:
• Bus drivers must pass a
rigorous physical; take a writs
ten safety test; have traffic,
crhninal, credit and military
records checked; take a 12hour training coarse.
• To apply, drivers must be
over 21 and under 51. They
may work until 65, the man-

Power & Air

tOcil

All Power & Air.
Vinyl Roof

(
i0ELEVISION

RED TAG
THEY'RE RUSHING because they're late
for the
ahead Is a road to be crossed. In their _haste, school bus. It could be dangerous. Just
will they be on the lookout for cars'
datory retirement age, but after 50 must have a physical
twice a year and an electrocardiogram annually.
•Prior to the opening of
each new school term, all
drivers must take a refresher
course.

•Buses must be inspected
every 90 days to insure perfect maintenance.
• Each driver must give
his bus a daily safety Check.
As far as the school bus itself is concerned, there IA good
news from Washington. The

bor. 'Doable Power

dtop

'
top

Power and Air
Power & Air,
Vinyl Roof

2 door Hardtop. Power
& Air, Vinyl Roof

I door, Power & Air

1r, Ht., Power L Air,
7.ket Seats, Vinyl Trim

& Air

Pwr. & Air

°

I 4 *Xi', V-8, Automatic

ur
•. dom

•

Fteference Controls
Pictu
Fine Tuning• Big ... 295 sq. in.
• Automatic

600895

r k Power, Vinyl Roof

top

Saying Wrong
•wg Human
Failing

HORKF.PLAY NTARTS easily among children_on a school bus, so parents
should point out
104. it's to btavolded It could distract the driver and be the
direct cause of an accident'

National Highway Safety Bureau is working., with mantfacturers and a force of various experts with •view to establishing mandatory federal
performance standards that
•c hool bus manufacturers
must meet.
The Bureau also expects to
set up guidelines for selecting
and training dr 1 v e ra and
maintaining buses that states
will have to meet if they want
to receive federal funds for
highway-safety programs.
On the home front, the National Safety Council suggests
that In&rents take these steps
to insure their children's safety:
• Be sure child leaves
home early enough to reach
the bus stop without rushing
Into danger. He should not be
at the stop too early, however, lest he get into trouble.
• Make certain your child
knows how to cross streets
safely. If there is no sidewalk
and he must walk in the road,
he should walk facing traffic.
•Teach your child to
board the bus immediately.
using the handrail, avoiding
pushing. Once on the bus, instruct him to take his seat
and keep it until the bus
reaches its destination aria
comes to a full stop.
• Stress the importance of
obeying the driver.
• Emphasize the necessity
of avoiding horseplay and
making noises that might distract the driver and, in that
split second, cause an accident.
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401 N. lith Street
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AUTOMOGIUMI POE SALE
GMC TRUCKS. Theo are better and we sell for less. Hatcher 1967 MUSTANG. Excellent conAuto Wm, 515 South 12th St. dition. Priced reasonable. Phone
F-10-C 753-1497 or 753-7542.
F-11-C

,
* Your Guide *

ATMOLIC CMITROR
4. 18th Street
• Mattlarly. Pastor
a.m..11.a.0n. and

TO GOOD EATING

trot rtddalt
• 4:00 P.:II-

By Popular Demand,
Steak Night Continuos
Each Saturday Night

REAL ESTATE POE &ALI

1967 CHEVROLET Si-ton pickup truck. 1987 Buick Electra
225, custom with air conditioning and all power. Cain and
Tay:or Gun Station. Corner of
8th and Main.
F-10-C

1988 FORD Galata 500 4-door
hardtop, air conditioned, power steering, power brakes. Yellow with beautiful black interior. See it, drive it, you'll buy
It. Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
1968 PONTIAC LeMans, auto- Phone 753-5273.
F-7-C
matic transmiation, console, 1963
FORD Galante 500. 1.1141
power steering, power brakes, Dodge,
4-door sedan. Cain and
stereo tape, bucket seats. Green Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of
with black leather interior. A 6th and
Main.
F-10-C
pod car that's priced to sell.
Palter Ford Used Car Dept? 1962 CILEVROLE'T Impala StaPhone 753-5273.
F-7-C tion Wagon. 1982 Chevrolet • *
Impala 2-door hardtop. Cain
1966 *VICK Electra with fac- and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corntory air' and all power. 1965 er of
0th and Main.
F-10-C
Buick LeSebre 4-door sedan.
Cain and Taylor Gulf station. 1949
CHEVROLET
pick.
Corner of eith and Main. F-10-C Good condition. 1965 Pontiac
4-door hardtop, automatic and
i 1962 DODGE Station Wagon, 4- double power. 1960
Ford Faldoor. It's a local oar, runs and con,
2-door sedan. Cain and
drives good. See it today. Park- Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of
er Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 6th and
Main.
F-10-C
753-5273.
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floored, 192.-heed finishing unit
Last year, the units contributed more than $14,000 in gross
income to the operation of the
University's agriculture program.
All hogs weaned are fattened
in the finishing unit and sold
on the Murray market "on the
heavy side of top."
The sow herd, composed of
24 crossbred anaemia — half
Hampshire and half Yottehire
— maintains a nine-pig litter
average mid an average of eight
pigs marketed per sow.
Farrowings are eheduled for
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Two Part-time students and
a full-time farm employee handle the hog operation under the
supervision of Farm Manager
Oren Hull.
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SOMETHING'S GONE WRONG,
HOSTESS; THE POPULATION
HAS GATHERED Al' THE
BASE OC PEAK KB

$100 OFF,.

THAT'S THE POINT, HIGHNESS.
THERE iS SOMEONE ABOUT
TO CLIMB Kfi, AND IT
lAtilT BE THE REAL
KING KA SHME.It

BUT'NW WILL
DISAPPOINTED. C.HARLIE
DONIS IS CLIMBING
K 44— MILES FROM
THEIR PEMING
EVF—S

"Ii

Get it today.
price
The fabulous Golden TOUCH & SEWS
sewing machine by Singer in
" NORMANDY' desk.Save new on this famous
Touch 8 Sew zig-zag sewing machine with the
exclusive Singer push-button bonbin that winds inside
the machine. Has a built-in buttonholer that makes
perfect buttonholes easily.
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MATURES IN DIVORCE
Hollywood's former leading
man, Victor Mature, 53, Ia
shown with his fourth wife,
London socialite Adrienne
Joy Mature, 35. who is seekMg a divcirce charging "extrrme cruelty." They wed in.'
1301
tang, have no children,
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